Prevail is pleased to recognize Christopher Kleman, teacher at Clay Middle School, as Prevail’s Hero of the Month. Chris’s dedication to teaching and his connection with his students are inspiring. Along with his wonderful teaching style and capabilities, he continues to support Safe Dates in his classroom.

While Safe Dates is being taught in his classroom, he is always willing to jump in and drive a concept home for his students. His strong support for the program and Prevail is appreciated. His students see the support he provides and that means a ton! We are lucky to have great teachers who support Prevail in the prevention of dating violence.

Without him and other dedicated teachers, we could not do what we do for 8th graders in Hamilton County.

More About Safe Dates Program:

Prevail provides the Safe Dates program, which focuses on teaching healthy relationship skills to adolescents. Students learn to recognize healthy, unhealthy and abusive relationships. Safe Dates includes a curriculum focused on attitudes and behaviors associated with dating abuse and violence. Prevail staff facilitate this program in Hamilton County Schools to 7th and 8th grade students.

Thank you Christopher! You are our Hero!